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Movement control exercise versus general exercise to reduce disability in patients with low back pain and movement control impairment. A randomised controlled trial
Saner J, Kool J, de Bie RA, Sieben JM, Luomajoki H

Dear Sir,

The following revisions in our publication are following your recommendations of August 30, 2011

Abstract: The last section of the abstract must be titled Trial Registration, and must list the trial registry and the unique identifying number. This is the only place it needs to be mentioned, please remove it from the background section of the abstract in both copies
Deleted in newly uploaded revision online and in manuscript.

Structure: this manuscript does not have the correct structure.
Restructured headings

Additional files: all additional files must be mentioned in the text in numerical order, or removed from the system
Are mentioned in the text

Additional files: Please ensure all files are referred to as additional files (not, for
example, supplementary data)
checked

Additional files: please add a section titled "Additional files" at the end of the manuscript
Additional file 1 added

Minor revisions
Abbreviations: all abbreviations are spelt out and occur in alphabetical order.
References: all et al. are replaced by names
Tables: Replacement of titles
Tables- visible vertical lines removed
Figures: title or figure number removed
Figures: figures are cropped as closely as possible
Typography: minor correction after proof reading

Yours sincerely,
Zürcher Hochschule für Angewandte Wissenschaften

Jeannette Saner